Rachel and the TreeSchoolers Theme Song
Rachel and the TreeSchoolers
Rachel and the TreeSchoolers
I’m Penny
I’m Simon
I’m Abacus Finch
Rachel and the TreeSchoolers
Chroma Chameleon
Yo, I’m Isaac Newt
Rachel and the TreeSchoolers
Abigail Nightingale
The firefly, Hue
Rachel and the TreeSchoolers
Bongo (ha ha ha ha)
And me Tomas, you’ll love me
Rachel and the TreeSchoolers
We love Preschool
We love TreeSchool
Rachel and the TreeSchoolers
Yeah! (ha ha ha)
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I Wonder
I wonder
Do you wonder?
It all begins with wonder
With a question on your mind
You will find the world is wonderful
I wonder
Do you wonder?
The world is full of wonder
Every day is a surprise
You and I will find the wonderful
I wonder how the weather changes
I wonder how the rain comes from a cloud
I wonder about the lighting
And why it is so frightening
I wonder what makes thunder so loud
I wonder
Do you wonder?
It all begins with wonder
With a question on your mind
You will find the world is wonderful
With a question on your mind
You will find the world is wonderful
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The Weather Song
Whether or not you like it
Weather has a say in how you’re going to dress
And where you’re going to play today
Whether or not you like it
Weather will decide where you’d like to live
And how you play outside
What is weather?
The temperature is how hot or cold it feels outside
Weather’s all about the things up in the sky
Like clouds and wind ooo let’s stay in
And things that fall like rain or snow and sleet and hail and oh no
Whether or not you like it
Weather has a say in how you’re going to dress
And where you’re going to play today
Whether or not you like it
Weather will decide where you’d like to live
And how you play outside
What does weather have to do with getting dressed?
The weather guides decisions you make everyday
Like what you’re going to wear and where you’re going to play
A swimming day, oops, not today
I need my coat and gloves and socks and boots and scarf and hat
Oops, not like that!
Whether or not you like it
Weather has a say in how you’re going to dress
And where you’re going to play today
Whether or not you like it
Weather will decide where you’d like to live
And how you play outside
Where you’d like to live
And how you play outside
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What Makes a Cloud?
Tiny, tiny, tiny bits of ice
Floating, floating, floating all around
When they come to together they all hold on tight
Hold each other tightly and they make a cloud
Tiny, tiny, tiny bits of ice
Floating, floating, floating all around
When they come to together they all hold on tight
Hold each other tightly and they make a cloud
It rains when too much water’s in a cloud
The water gets too heavy and falls down
It rains when too much water’s in a cloud
The water gets too heavy and falls down
Tiny, tiny, tiny bits of ice
Floating, floating all around
When they come together they all hold on tight
Hold each other tightly and they make a cloud
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Lightning and Thunder
Electricity gathers in a cloud
When frozen rain and bits of ice are bumping all around
Electricity leaping toward the ground
Lightning is the flash of light
Thunder is its sound
What is thunder?
Thunder is the sound that lightning makes
Lighting leaves the cloud headed for the ground
Pushing air around making booming sounds
Thunder is the sound that lightning makes
Lighting leaves the cloud headed for the ground
Pushing air around making booming sounds
Boom, crash, crack, snap
Boom, crash, crack, snap
Thunder is the sound
Boom, crash, crack, snap
Boom, crash, crack, snap
Thunder is the sound
Electricity leaping toward the ground
Lightning is the flash of light
Thunder is its sound
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Itsy Bitsy Spider / Never Give Up
The Itsy Bitsy Spider climbed up the water spout
Down came the rain and washed the spider out
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain
And the Itsy Bitsy Spider climbed up the spout again
Never give up (sing four times)
The Itsy Bitsy Spider climbed up the water spout
Down came the rain and washed the spider out
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain
And the Itsy Bitsy Spider climbed up the spout again
Never give up (sing eight times)
The Itsy Bitsy Spider climbed up the water spout
Down came the rain and washed the spider out
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain
And the Itsy Bitsy Spider climbed up the spout again
Never give up (repeat until the end of the song)
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Rhyming Time
Take it from the birds
Listen to the words
Take the time to notice words
That rhyme, rhyme, rhyme
(clapping) Thank you, thank you,
thank you so much
It’s time to rhyme
It’s rhyming time
Words that end the same
Oh that’s my favorite game
Oh I’m so glad you came
It’s time to rhyme
It’s rhyming time
Rhymes are all around you
Rhyming words surround you
I’m so glad I found you
Oh, I have one
I also have one, ladies first
We have fun in the sun
Fun, sun, fun, sun
We have fun in the sun
It’s a rhyme, it’s a rhyme,
it’s a rhyme
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OK, we’ll do mine
The thundercloud is so loud
Cloud, loud, cloud, loud
The thundercloud is so loud
It’s a rhyme, it’s a rhyme,
it’s a rhyme
It’s time to rhyme
It’s rhyming time
Rhymes are all around you
Rhyming words surround you
I’m so glad I found you
Fun in the sun
The thundercloud is so loud
The sky isn’t dry
Making boom in my room
It’s a rhyme, it’s a rhyme,
it’s a rhyme

Share It
Yes you’ve wondered,
you kept on asking
You kept on asking ‘til you understood
And now that you know the answer
There’s just one more thing
you have to do
Go share it with a friend
Share it with a friend
Share it with a friend
Yes anyone will do
Go share it with a friend
Share it with a friend
When you share it with a friend
It becomes a part of you
You can share it with your hamster
Your sister or a dog
You can share it with your monkey
Your brother or a frog
Go share it with a friend
Share it with a friend
Share it with a friend
Yes anyone will do
Go share it with a friend
Share it with a friend
When you share it with a friend
It becomes a part of you
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You can share it with a grown up
A baby or a shoe
You can share it with a neighbor
A bird or bee or newt
Go share it with a friend
Share it with a friend
Share it with a friend
Yes anyone will do
Go share it with a friend
Share it with a friend
When you share it with a friend
It becomes a part of you

